Mathematicians likewise distinguish between these two models of aggregation: collection and fusion. Since the late nineteenth century, theories of collection have predominated in mathe matics. While experiencing popularity in the early half of the twentieth century among mathematicians, fusion was rapidly overturned as a logical model. Michael Potter confirms that "the collection-theoretic way of thinking is so entrenched among mathematicians that it is easy for them to forget how natu ral it is to think of a line, say, as the sum of its points rather than as a collection of them." 3 I am not attempting to establish that Barrett Browning was " doing" math or that she was even familiar with con temporary mathematical thought, although we do know that she had some awareness of developments in statistics. 4 Instead, I claim that she understands how impor tant counting and massing are to the politics of nationhood, social class, and gender and that she uses poetry to interrogate their assumptions and implications.
Like mathematicians, Barrett Browning recognizes aggregative collections as "metaphysically problematic entities" but problematic in a productive and challenging fashion (Potter, p. 22). The poet's visionary plan for Aurora Leigh was that even the social commentary would offer "an amount of spiritual truth," grounded in her formal "experiment" with "modern effects." 5 She wrote in a 4 October 1856 letter to Arabella Barrett, "The intention of the poem everywhere is to raise the spiritual above the natu ral; this is carried out in every thing" (Barrett Browning, Aurora Leigh, p. 334; emphasis in original). Although the poem's aggregations are akin to those of mathematical aggregation as collection, Barrett Browning's aggregates formally exploit poetry's inherent ability to quantify in ways that retain plurality and categories without flattening, smoothing, or fusing. In Aurora Leigh, Barrett Browning refuses a model of absorption that produces uniform wholes because this would homogenize heterogeneous ele ments into a single category, which can then become the basis on which incorrect or even dangerous social responses are made; absorption risks silencing individual voices, the poet suggests, by transforming them into a single, fused voice. 6 The absorptive potential of social aggregation was precisely what Barrett Browning found most troubling about French socialism. Her concern is evident in the references to French socialist Charles Fourier in Aurora Leigh. For example, Aurora tells Romney that his "Fourier's failed" because his socialist ideals lack poetry's ability to aggregate while respecting the individual (2.484). Fourier advocated organ izing society around communal associations of producers, called "phalanges" or "phalanxes." The poem implies that And, indeed, the poet constructed a generic aggregate, but she also crafted aggregates in the language and prosody that I draw on as examples in this article. Each form enables the poet to experiment with the combinatory logics of literary form, gender, and social class. My larger claim, then, is that the substantial critical discourse identifying fractures, discrepancies, and hybridity in Aurora Leigh has really been pointing us to Barrett Browning's aggregative poetics all along. 10 Barrett Browning's forms and language show her refusing statistics and other large-scale social counting popu lar in the period 11 in favor of social aggregation as eclectic and heterogeneous collection. These inclusive aggregations enable her to avoid the limitations of statistical methods-the incorporation of individuals into categories. Poetry, by contrast, captures "the world's necessities" (8.543) in their variety and sheer number in ways that do not reduce or flatten their value. And yet poetry is quantitative in its own way, committed to mea sure and distribution, pattern and wholeness. Aurora Leigh thus employs poetic forms to investigate what I call social math, alternate politi cal models that accurately reflect the particulate quality of class and gendered divisions. 12 This article demonstrates how Aurora Leigh seeks to redress the divisive work of demo cratic po liti cal repre sen ta tion by way of poetic aggregates to ask whether women and the poor must always be regarded as partial citizens. Resisting a deceptively easy social math of halves and wholes, Barrett Browning examines fractional forms of self that are assumed to be whole in order to interrogate politic models of gender and class. Put differently, Aurora Leigh is a poem that attempts to think how women and the lower classes "counted" socially and po liti cally in the nineteenth century. The concept of social counting, in its quantitative register, belongs at once to the statistical imagination that supports the actual counting of bodies and populations and to how citizens matter. To ask "who counts" is to ask who counts as human, whose lives count as lives, and who is doing the counting, a point made by Judith Butler in Precarious Life. 13 Barrett Browning's verse novel, in allowing the divisions of women to be repeatedly broken and aggregated, prefigures this dual register of counting as demographic method and as demo cratic legibility, inclusion, and significance. To ask "who counts" is also to consider how counting occurs in a democracy, who is divided, and who has the power to divide.
To provide a conceptual frame on po liti cal rights and gendered differences, I employ the work of Jacques Rancière, who notes how a formative division, or "splitting in two" between the individual and the citizen, creates an additional bifurcation for women and their participation in the demo cratic process. For Rancière, politics involves the exercise of citizen's rights by those who are refused such rights under the law-or, in other words, the act of claiming rights one does not technically have, thus aggregating the "have nots" with the "haves." 14 In Aurora Leigh, Barrett Browning constructs a model of inclusion that integrates the always already divided social status of women and the poor to mobilize a form of po liti cal action. By foregrounding social mea surement into her poem's language and prosody, Barrett Browning signals that politi cal repre sen ta tion depends on the identification and inclusion of members of society marked by an inherently fractional nature, such as lower classes and women.
The poem deploys aggregates to make the point that being counted politi cally has always involved a divided self for men and women alike. Men were counted as units: individual and (if propertied) citizen. 15 By contrast, women not only lacked the rights of citizens but were further split by the very fact of their gendered difference. 16 For nineteenth-century women, Barrett Browning knew, writing and producing children were two viable paths to become " whole." That is to say that poiesis itself, as acts of making and generativity, was a supplement that enabled women to participate and be counted in democratic pro cesses. Certainly, there were other forms of creative participation and social contribution available to women in the nineteenth century that involved neither writing nor reproduction. 17 In this instance, however, writing and reproduction are the forms that the poet chose in her verse novel to think about new methods of social counting, women's divided positions in society, and social pressures toward wholeness.
In part 1 of this essay, I begin by making a theoretical case for understanding Barrett Browning's poetic aggregates as a means of collective po litical repre sen ta tion. Part 2 then explores Aurora's and Marian Earle's halfness to illustrate that the divided sense of self that women experience from sexual assault, gendered discourse, and marriage need not be a resolution or an endingit can instead be the beginning of a new way of social counting. Through the trope of halfness, Barrett Browning formulates a corrective po liti cal relationship between women's halfness and generativity. She does so by establishing connections among the violent divisions of women's bodies, the ideological divisions of women's identities, and women's ability to create supplements with writing and reproduction. Part 3 scales upward from the forms of po liti cal aggregation affecting individual women to the aggregations of social class in Marian and Romney's wedding scene. My scansion of this passage suggests that not all poetry was a demo cratic form capable of easily constructing a collective En glish body. Violent images of the "crammed mass" (4.571) in St. James's Church work together with the meter in this moment to reveal how the poetic directly mea sures forms of po liti cal repre sen ta tion for dif ferent social classes. Metrically, Barrett Browning's verse novel links its central insight about par tic u lar manifestations of social science thinking in En glish politics to the socioeconomic conditions of Marian and Romney's failed marriage plot.
I. Supplement and Aggregate
Conventional wholeness-the unitary person or the single nation-is never actually the goal for Barrett Browning, because society is always dissevering women and the poor even as it perpetuates a discourse of wholeness. As Caroline Levine discusses in Forms: Whole, Rhythm, Hierarchy, Network, many critics decry wholeness as a freighted aesthetic term, "pernicious on po liti cal grounds" (p. 24). However, cohesion is not the only way of thinking po liti cal wholeness. Aurora Leigh is a poem invested in creating "a meaningful unity out of multiplicity" (Levine, p. 46). Barrett Browning's poetic aggregates are a potential strategy for attaining an alternative kind of composite wholenessnever quite " whole" in an originary sense but nonetheless an aspirational and positive drive. Marian's rape, where divisions are explic itly traumatic, is a telling example: despite its very real vio lence, new forms of beneficial unity emerge from such ruptures. I am not suggesting that the poem makes rape palatable by asserting motherhood as a salve, to "fix" this broken woman through reproduction or to mitigate her trauma through mere biology. Quite the contrary: paralleling the vio lence of rape to the discursive and identity divisions experienced by women, the poem si mul ta neously gives voice to a rape victim and, in fact, magnifies and reifies the horror of sexual assault by scaling our awareness of its effects from the whole individual to the atomized self that remains. At the same time, nonredemptive forms of divisiveness also emerge in Aurora Leigh, such as the divisiveness of gendered discourse and socioeconomic status. Marian's son and Aurora's writing, however, become vehicles through which the two women attain not homogeneous wholeness but a kind of aggregation that unites and reconstitutes out of social divisions.
Barrett Browning sets up quantitative divisions between her two major female characters: Aurora's authorial divisions emerge alongside Marian's violent divisions as a way of training the reader to ask who is divided po liti cally and who does the dividing. The pervasive figuration of division in Barrett Browning's text is a product of the historical period, in which women writers in par tic u lar were demarcated by "sexual difference and other discursive structures." 18 When Lady Waldemar visits Aurora, she claims that Aurora exceeds other women as a poet only by being a partial woman. The intelligent woman is "mulcted" or deprived of full womanhood because, Lady Waldemar claims, women poets' hearts must be "starved to make [their] heads" (3.409-410). And her perspective is entirely in keeping with the consensus about women writers in the nineteenth century.
It was not only considered improper for women to waste time writing, but entering the public sphere was not her "business," as the home was. Consider, for example, Robert Southey's famous statement to Charlotte Brontë: "Lit er ature cannot be the business of a woman's life, and it ought not to be. The more she is engaged in her proper duties, the less leisure will she have for it, even as an accomplishment and a recreation." 19 Women writers were so positioned by a discourse that constructed a "limiting definition of femininity," one reflected by W. E. Aytoun's criticism of Aurora Leigh as not a "genuine woman" in his review of the poem for blackwood's in January 1857. 20 Aytoun identifies Aurora as not "genuine" because she is divided: "one half of her heart seems bounding with the beat of humanity, while the other half is ossified" (pp. [32] [33] . However, it is Barrett Browning's point that all women, and especially women writers, are divided, although the forms of division are not necessarily those that Aytoun describes. 21 Aurora's heart is not at all "ossified"; no, hers is a "bosom [that] seems to beat still" in time with the "full-veined, heaving, double-breasted Age" (5.221, 5.216). 22 That is, Aurora's possessing a heart that keeps time with the spirit of her age means having a divided self, as a poet and a woman. To be a woman is to be divided, but to be a woman writer is to be divided yet further. Indeed, the woman writer's divisions seem to propagate to include her gender, her vocation, her historicity, her citizenship, and her nationality. As a poet, Aurora has to occupy a Janus-faced position in history; she must Forever caught " 'Twixt two incessant fires," the poet lives a "twofold life" of a private individual and a public writer (5.376, 5.381). The poet is ever divided between these two proj ects:
The artist's part is both to be and do, Transfixing with a special, central power The flat experience of the common man, And turning outward, with a sudden wrench, Half agony, half ecstasy, the thing He feels inmost,-never felt the less Because he sings it. (5.367-373) Barrett Browning's language of halfness is no accident here, as it emphasizes the fractional ontological position a poet takes up. The poet must "be and do," at once existing as an individual and "turning outward" to engage with the "flat experience of the common man." Yet there are many ways of being divided as a woman as well. Barrett Browning's emphasis on halfness and division animates and trou bles what Angela Leighton aptly describes as a woman writer "split, not only between woman and poet, life and works, but also, in some ways, between one aspect of the author's psyche and another" (p. 4). Therefore, to be a "genuine woman" is to be characterized by a plurality of divisions, contrary to Aytoun's estimation that being divided in halves results in the merest simulacrum of womanhood.
The poem adds a third kind of split, too: Aurora is po liti cally divided as a citizen of Italy, on her mother's side, and of England, on her father's. Her national division matters for two reasons here. First, Aurora's identity is an aggregate of both nationalities. "Italy / is one thing, England one" (1.626-627); the two countries are vastly dif fer ent "ones." Rather than saying they are two things, she forces them apart syntactically by listing them each as "one." To even place them under the word "two" is to place them as one under a single word, but they are so dif fer ent that Barrett Browning forces the two nations apart with syntax and numerical specificity. Whereas Italy is sensual, wild, and liberated, England is restricted, tamed, and domesticated, not unlike the distinctions between Aurora and her aunt. What is more, Barrett Browning characterizes England itself as a space of social fragmentation and division, in which "the ground seemed cut up from the fellowship / Of verdure, field from field, as man from man" (11.260-261).
The second reason why Aurora's dual citizenship matters is that it offers a productive po liti cal aggregate, one that si mul ta neously unseats the hegemony of the En glish poetess as En glish and equips Aurora with an outsider's viewpoint, a power ful perspective that Barrett Browning brings to bear in her poem's critique of socialist systems. "Just as the woman poet signifies domestic character and privacy," Alison Chapman explains, "she also discloses a repressed national hybridity," one "predicated on [the] foreignness" of historical poetesses, such as Sappho and Corinne. 23 Aurora is divided once between her Italian and En glish heritage, and then she is divided yet again by her inherent national hybridity as a poetess. 24 In assigning dual nationality to Aurora, Barrett Browning embraced the figure of the poetess as "an unstable and transgressive conceit, signifying both home and restlessness, stability and flight, the nation and its others. Furthermore, it is the mobility of the figure of the poetess that allows her lyric poetry a po liti cal agency" (Chapman, "Expatriate Poetess," pp. 66). While mobility is a conduit for po liti cal agency, the very fact of the poetess's national hybridity also enables productive po liti cal supplementation for those who are forced outside of active citizenship. Despite Aurora's association with Italy, her aggregated self enables her to claim England as her nation too, thereby wielding po liti cal agency in multiple spheres. Indeed, she affirms, "A poet's heart / Can swell to a pair of nationalities, / However, illlodged in a woman's breast" (6.50-52). Ultimately, Barrett Browning asserts that poets like herself, and Aurora, can aggregate a divided self within a soul uniquely fitted to speak "a pair of nationalities." One need not be either a poet or a woman, Italian or En glish; instead, a divided, aggregated, dual national identity emerges as the preferred ave nue for the woman poet entering the public sphere.
Not only were women writers subjected to many "limiting" definitions of femininity; they were separated from the public sphere po liti cally because they lacked the right to vote. Women writers, therefore, sought other ways to claim the rights of citizens. Rancière's understanding of politics involves the exercise of citizen's rights, such as access to the public sphere, by those who are refused such rights under the law. He affirms that "[w]omen were excluded from the benefits of having citizens' rights in the name of a division between the public and the private spheres" (p. 60). Despite Aurora's success as a writer, as a woman she is supposed to belong to the private sphere (Michie, p. 4). She has the power to take a discursive position because she writes; nevertheless, she remains divided by gendered discourses about women and women writers. The act of publishing one's writing dismantles the distinction between domestic life and po liti cal life, enabling women to "claim rights as women and as citizens, an identical right that, however, can only be asserted in the form of a supplement" (Rancière, p. 60). Rancière provides the example of a woman's ability to be sentenced to death: even when she does not have the rights of a citizen, she may still be held accountable to the laws regulating the conduct of citizens. Po litically the supplement involves an outside force or event that erases the boundaries between public and private, creating a bridge between the woman and the citizenship from which she is excluded.
In Aurora Leigh, writing as a supplement for speech becomes a po liti cal supplement for action by those who are excluded from demo cratic discourse. While a woman's body may be objectified, rejected, questioned, and even assaulted, her words retain a po liti cal efficacy that her body does not have. Barrett Browning's verse novel actuates the supplement by constructing poetic aggregates formally and thematically; such aggregates enable po liti cal action to ramify through the vio lence of division and exclusion, as well as through the promises of wholeness and inclusion. By offering multiple models of aggregation, focused variously on women, women writers, and class divisions, Barrett Browning foregrounds her poem's definition of aggregation as a redemptive po liti cal possibility that brings the fragmentary within the whole. Even as a women writer is a "half-poet," writing is a supplement through which she can make herself count as a " whole demo crat." Although Aurora's claim that "[h]alf poets even, are still whole democrats" might not on the surface seem to be about gender (4.315), the context for the claim ties it closely to the relations between and the social expectations for women and men. She makes the statement while affirming her ac cep tance of Marian as Romney's bride. Immediately prior to this line is a poetic aside:
How arrogant men are!-Even philanthropists, Who try to take a wife up in the way They put down a subscription-cheque, . . . . . . feel ill at ease As though she had wronged them somehow. I suppose We women should remember what we are And not throw back an obolus inscribed With Caesar's image, lightly. (4.300-310)
Only after this exasperated glimpse into her actual feeling on the marriage does she continue on, telling Romney, "I comprehend your choice, I justify / Your right in choosing" (4.319-320). Having just thought, "We women should remember what we are," the implication is nevertheless that women are objects of economic exchange like a "subscription-cheque" or cheap coin ("obolus"). In this moment, Aurora's complaint about being a "[h]alf-poet" is in fact deeply gendered. She says, "We women," not " women like Marian" or " women who are marrying" but "We women," thereby aligning herself with the instruction that women should know their place, whether as economic object or as a poet who is not considered whole because of her womanhood. As she is casting back and forth between her fondness for Marian and her rejection of Romney's male privilege, divided between ac cep tance and re sistance, Aurora is also grappling with her own place in social structures that caution her to "remember" what she is.
A woman might only ever be a "half-poet," but what is a " whole democrat"? Would it be someone who believed that every person counted and had the right to vote? Aurora is still condescending toward Marian and the working-class crowds at this stage of the narrative, but even if we read her as slowly developing her demo cratic ideals, by this point, Aurora herself believes she is already a " whole demo crat." Technically, this is impossible, since her nation denies her full citizenship; it does not count her as one who votes. While others consider her half a woman or half a poet, and democracy nullifies her altogether, nevertheless, she sees herself as whole. By crafting halves and wholes in a context where women really cannot be whole citizens, Barrett Browning frustrates such attempts to count and critiques democracy. Her emphasis on halfness and her forms of aggregation challenge us to ask whether anyone can be wholly engaged in a democracy when demo cratic participation is foreclosed to them.
Because Barrett Browning's aggregates allow for both division and wholeness, they offer a solution to the paradox of demo cratic socie ties in which every one wants to belong but also to be separate, to be part of the whole but also to claim individual rights. 25 One might add that Barrett Browning seems to value what John Stuart Mill terms "individuality" as one of the ele ments of well-being in On Liberty. She theorizes this tension by connecting women to the social through writing and reproduction. At the same time that a woman might be separated from the po liti cal whole by gender norms or divided from what is socially acceptable due to discursive or bodily vio lence, the supplements of writing and reproduction can gather her back into the social. Consequently, Aurora Leigh suggests that women can be not only half and whole but also part of the whole by becoming more than one, in producing supplements. Women are never quite units or individuals but are halves, wholes, parts of wholes, and generators of supplements. Barrett Browning's aggregative model is so combinatory, in fact, that it absorbs other social models rather than simply ranking above them; hers is no hierarchy where wholeness is best. She attenuates formal models in which, to be po liti cally counted, women must aspire to wholeness while acknowledging that division will always condition the appearance of such social units. Although her contemporaries often imagined women becoming whole through union in marriage, Barrett Browning's poem shows that when a woman is bonded to a husband, to a child, or to her work, she remains a complex and uncountable aggregate.
II. Marian's Halfness
In book 6, Marian tells Aurora that she knows rape is not a subject to be openly discussed but instead is one at which "we must scrupulously hint / With half-words, delicate reserves, the thing / Which no one scrupled we should feel" (6.1222-1224). To speak in "half-words" is to avoid saying what you want to say or to name an act for what it is-rape. Marian's "half-words" are the result of social silencing about sexual assault. But this is a very dif fer ent sort of "half-words" from the many images of torn words and paper elsewhere in the verse novel, each of which represents a deliberate act of self-silencing. Aurora's earlier claim that "[h]alf-poets even, are still whole demo crats" implies that her poetry is only half of what a man might produce, presumably both qualitatively and quantitatively; so a woman's writing also constitutes "half-words" even when she longs po liti cally to have a " whole" voice. By this logic, the "halfwords" that society uses to whisper about sexual assault become aligned with, though are not completely identical to, the "half-words" that a woman poet produces. While one form of vio lence is meta phorical and the other horrific and very real, both ask readers to consider who has the power to create such divisions and whether each type of division works in precisely the same way. At the same time, Barrett Browning constructs poetic models to investigate whether forms of women's halfness can be redemptive and, if so, by what means.
Marian signals her social and gendered divisions when detailing her sexual assault by repeatedly speaking of herself in halves. When Lady Waldemar chastises Marian for doubting the scheme to send her abroad, Marian obeys her "half in trust, and half in scorn" by writing the letter to Romney to say that she will not marry him (6.1164). She does not say whom she trusts and whom she scorns; one might assume that both apply to Lady Waldemar. However, another reading is that she only half trusts herself and half scorns herself for not having the strength to resist Lady Waldemar's machinations. Lady Waldemar's judgment that Marian is a "[f]oolish girl" causes Marian to doubt her own judgment and, accordingly, divides her mentally (6.1161). Furthermore, Marian's sense of being "half alive" when she departs for France echoes the moment after she awakes next to "him who stinks since Friday," realizing she has been sexually violated; she is also then "half dead, half alive" (6.1200, 1198). And the half of Marian that remains alive after this assault divides further in madness, "[h]alf gibbering and half raving on the floor," so that she increasingly shatters into smaller and smaller fractional selves (6.1232). Much as a document can only be honored if it is intact, Marian's body is shredded during rape and is no longer socially accepted. 26 What is whole, or "intact" in the case of a woman's virginity, was honorable in the nineteenth century (and, for some people, remains so today).
Wholeness was always the avowed ideal for a woman's body. Yet Barrett Browning emphasizes the impossibility of wholeness for women by portraying Marian as an aggregate composed of so many parts: partly alive, partly mad, partly social, partly outcast. The model of aggregation as collection allows us to see this kind of wholeness: Marian is not a single smooth unit but rather an aggregate composed of multiple "halves." And, in fact, divisions consistently configure Marian's narrative: among them are her socioeconomic insideroutsider status as Romney's fiancée, the proliferating halfness resulting from her sexual assault, her role in the quadrilateral relationship that links her to Lady Waldemar, Aurora, and Romney, and ultimately, the pairing of Marian with her child. As Barrett Browning endeavors to work out this particulate model of womanhood, the potential to divide an aggregate into multiple types of halves refuses to allow a category such as the "fallen woman" to suggest a new wholeness, a single clear identity. 27 One might also consider the "redundant woman," a category of especial impor t to statistical studies in the 1850s. 28 Approximately a de cade after the publication of Aurora Leigh, a debate about "redundant" women developed due to statistical findings. Authors offered alternative solutions to the "prob lem" of redundant women who had not married because there were more women in England than men. Unmarried women, be they fallen or redundant, presented a numerical prob lem that Aurora Leigh endeavors to address.
Marian's tale of poverty, sexual assault, and motherhood illustrates the destructive and redemptive power of aggregation in Aurora Leigh. There is obviously a vast difference between the forms of division a woman endures from sexual assault and those that a woman writer experiences. While the raped woman's body can no longer be intact, being physically and psychologically undone by sexual assault, a woman poet and her poetry are also not considered whole because, for centuries, men have imprisoned her violently within the discourse that marks her as an outsider. Rape's "half-words" do not function in precisely the same way as the splintering of women's writing, and the bracing real ity of that distinction foregrounds how scrupulously the poem maintains focus on the manifestations of the halfness that defines each. Compare Marian's "[h]alf gibbering and half raving," for example, to Aurora's earlier flirtations with Romney, which are "half petulant, half playful" (2.117). To be half mad or half alive is decidedly dif fer ent from being half petulant and half playful, yet each woman is still experiencing forms of halfness. However, as Leighton recognizes, Marian's and Aurora's respective divisions also connect them with each other in an "implicit sisterhood of women who . . . are drawn to each other from a common bond of sexual powerlessness" (Victorian Women Poets, p. 229). Consequently, the trope of halfness at once marks the social positions of Aurora and Marian, encourages the reader to think about women as perpetually divided, and unites the women in mutual gendered vulnerability. 29 Although Marian's rape tears her into fragments, having her child ultimately enables her redemption, as she is made whole through pairing with him. Having her son does not eliminate the halfness, but it does hold out the hope of redemption in which her self is united in a new way. Indeed, she must, after a fashion, remain fractional in order to be paired with her child. When Aurora first meets the child, he is also described in language of halfness as he wakes up from his dreams and see his mother: "So happy (half with her and half with heaven)" (6.593). The half of him that belongs to the earth is capable of making whole all of the halves that Marian's trauma has produced. Again, this social math remains troubling as a single male infant seems like his mother in being half; however, he also appears to be the fractured remainders of his mother, because he is a supplement, and he is united with her in a new whole. It is my claim here that it is not Barrett Browning's goal to satisfy such formulas by reconciling them into tidy wholes, new conceptual unities. 30 This refusal of smooth categorization is one of the most impor tant lessons Aurora learns. She initially grapples with how to classify Marian and, in so doing, divides her into types that fail to amount to a mother. Much as "wife" is a cohesive whole, unmarked by particularity, the title " mother" signifies a similar categorical wholeness for Aurora. Assuming Marian has turned to prostitution 31 and become pregnant as a result, Aurora can no longer class her with proper ladies, wives, or mothers: "Small business has a cast-away / Like Marian with that crown of prosperous wives / At which the gentlest she grows arrogant / And says, 'my child' " (6.345-347). Her accusation is that Marian "stole" her child because Aurora believes "a child was given to sanctify / A woman" and be her "crown" (6.632, 728-729). For Aurora, a woman becomes a mother in order to make her more mindful of God and embody her as one who trains future generations in faith. Since she understands the role of mother to be a holy office, a woman who becomes pregnant through prostitution-a sin-has stolen a gift "given to sanctify" one not intended for her. Thus justified in her self-righteousness, Aurora levels the charge of "thief" against Marian, but she does not stop there (6.633).
Aurora wants to correct Marian's categorization of herself as " mother" and her child as her "son," a desire that stems from Aurora's adherence to social math that aggregates and divides based on socially acceptable and unacceptable be hav ior. 32 Conforming to social expectations allows one to be aggregated into the group, while violating social mores culls the individual from the herd and diminishes one to an outsider, less than one. At the same time, for reformers and statisticians of the period, the refusal to fit the norm might produce a new category, a new wholeness, such as the fallen woman. But Barrett Browning suggests that this pro cess of dividing people into individuals or groups was not nearly as tidy as scholars of Victorian poetry have made it seem. 33 Because Aurora's initial method of aggregation is spiritual, Marian cannot be swept under the umbrella of holy or pure women's roles. Spiritual aggregation seems to demand a sort of fusion or flatness of categorization, while poetic thinking enables Barrett Browning to develop collections that will reintegrate Marian into society. Aurora's first impulse, though, is that Marian is damned because of her sexual activity to remain an outlier, an "extreme" example unworthy of the spiritual categorization of "wife" and " mother." Aurora's initial assumptions lay the groundwork for a power ful critique of smooth categories. Yet, in trying to categorize Marian, Aurora only succeeds in troubling why one might divide another into specific types at all. Marian's alleged sin leaves her divided as all women are who are not covered by the categorical concentration of "wife" or " mother," categories that imply the wholeness that unmarried and childless women lack. Marian, then, "is no mother but a kidnapper, / And he's a dismal orphan, not a son" (6.637-638). More than mere name-calling, Aurora is grappling with classificatory schemes that social quantification underpins. Marian and her son are not this but that. In fact, Marian's sexual assault instantiates the classificatory schism with which Aurora contends. Is she a "thief" or "kidnapper," " woman" or " mother"? Is she "alive" or "dead," sane or "raving"? Barrett Browning deploys the trope of halfness throughout Marian's narrative to reinforce the impossibility of oneness as fusion and to encourage the reader to think of the plurality of ways a woman's body can be divided. Indeed, Barrett Browning shows that this divisive logic is exponentially much more damaging for women-categorically and physically-than for men.
III. Wedding Mass
This final section takes my argument about aggregates a step further to examine Barrett Browning's attempt to represent large social groups. Here I consider the famous wedding scene, which is packed with two crowds, one rich and one poor. The poet's metrical choices in the wedding scene suggest that the rich are just one more "crammed mass," who are in real ity not all that dif fer ent from the crowds of the poor. Indeed, both are not single categories but rather dynamic, aggregated collections.
Perhaps more than any other part of Aurora Leigh, the wedding scene offers evidence of the poem's formal models of social math. The narrative and formal collisions of social classes in St. James Church reveal the poet's meditation on anx i eties about the social body as spliced, a pro cess involving both disruption and massing. The social aggregation of rich and poor in the wedding scene at once threatens the "dismembering of society" and imagines a "contract . . . twixt the extremes" (4.677, 4.691-693); it weds the violent divisiveness of the French Revolution with the marriage, the suturing of a new union through a legal context. While the Chartist uprisings or the Reform Act might offer more immediate historical context for Barrett Browning's concerns about clashes between socioeconomic groups, the poet uses images of decapitated and "disrupted" bodies from the French Revolution to think about social divisions and aggregations of the body politic.
The wedding scene's meter performs the collision of social groups as they are forced together, but within that massing is also a desire for separation that emerges paradoxically as an anxiety about social disruption. In other words, the social classes want to remain separate because their coming together risks the type of fragmentation that results in chaos. There are dif ferent types of fragmentation in play for the two social groups in the church: one acceptable and the other dangerous. The combination of social classes happens as the poet begins to integrate more and more experimental metrical lines into the pattern. Here I will venture some actual math. Taking the first 140 lines of the wedding scene, which focus primarily on the combination of the rich and poor flooding into the church, certain features recur with decreasing frequency over the course of the scene. Specifically, the traditional forms represented by perfect iambic pentameter gradually bleed off as the poor arrive, causing the meter to reflect the social disruption under consideration by the poet.
Scansion of the wedding scene reveals how the traditional, constrained form of iambic pentameter-the lines that reflect the rich, "St. James in cloth of gold"-are gradually overrun by the lines representing the bodies of the poor, "Half St. Giles in frieze" (4.538-539). 34 The prosodic ele ments perform the social aggregation of the two groups merging together in the church. Counting the lines of ideal iambic pentameter in this scene and comparing them to other metrical options throughout book 4 reveals that the traditional lines of iambic pentameter are less than half of the total. For instance, "They clogged the streets, they oozed into the church" is exactly ten syllables following an unstressed-stressed pattern (4.553). Of the sixty-four lines in the opening of the wedding scene (4.538-601), only twenty-six are ideal iambic pentameter. That amounts to roughly 41 percent of the lines being reserved for traditional, perfect form. 35 In line 4.608, when the rich begin their discussion of the poor in earnest, "We waited. It was early; there was time," the numbers further decline.
By 4.654, the instances of perfect iambic pentameter have dropped to 28 percent, as only thirteen of these forty-seven lines are ideal iambic pentameter. In lines 658-678, as the rich discuss the "dismembering of society," only four of twenty lines in the entire passage are ideal iambic pentameter, which is 20 percent. The four lines specifically relate to Romney's lineage, as the rich observe that he is "[h]is father's uncle's cousin's second son," or to their judgment on his be hav ior (calling him "stark," as in raving mad), his familiarity with lower social classes ("To shake a common fellow by the fist"), and the wedding of rich with poor ("a hideous sight, a most indecent sight") (4.660, 4.662, 4.668, 4.672). The application of iambic pentameter in these lines implies that the metrical form remains appropriate for established tradition, for representing both Romney's genealogy and the poetic genealogy with which the poet engages, as well as for the attitudes surrounding those traditions. Although the passage does not offer a substantial decline in traditional form, it is a decline nevertheless and a mea sur able one-a 21 percent bleeding off of traditional forms since the poor streamed into the church and infected it with the "humours of the peccant social wound" (4.544). This primitive data analy sis stands to show the poem's investment, across its content and form, in the diverse methods of social counting. Barrett Browning's metrical choices imply that the rich can neither avoid increasing interaction with other social classes nor overlook that socialization necessitates such mixing. In order to depict a moment of social aggregation in which many voices come together and overlap, the meter is forced to depart from a regular rhythm, becoming increasingly the rhythms of common speech. 36 As the bodies combine with each other, so do the voices until, eventually, the sound of the lower class overwhelms that of the upper crust. The rich, the meter suggests, will have to mix with the poor, the old with the new; this is a truth of modernity, one that Barrett Browning's readers and the wedding attendants alike must learn to accept.
The aristocrats pres ent for the wedding express great distress at being forced into the same space as the poor, revealing social and po liti cal concerns about what a marriage between social classes might mean. Consider the description of the poor entering the church:
What an ugly crest Of faces, rose upon you everywhere From that crammed mass! you did not usually See faces like them in the open day: They hide in cellars, not to make you mad As Romney Leigh is.-Faces?-O my God, We call those, faces? (4.569-575)
The poor are not individuals but " faces" in a "crammed mass," an aggregation too closely crowded together. "[A]ll the aisles" of the church are "alive and black with heads," we are told (4.565). Similarly, Lord Howe responds, "The bride has lost her head," when asked why the wedding is taking so long to begin (4.701). To lose one's head, as Lord Howe claims Marian has, is at once to lack identity (for being faceless) and to be a subject of social judgment, to lose face, as one's reputation, honor, or good name. On the one hand, he means this in the idiomatic sense that Marian is behaving irrationally, much as Romney has "turned quite lunatic" in choosing to marry her (4.662). On the other hand, the phrasing links Marian with the other poor faces and heads in the church. Later, when Aurora encounters Marian in France, the poet, echoing the rich in the church, stutters, "What face is that? / . . . What face is that? What a face, what a look, what a likeness!" (6.231-232). Marian, like the poor in church, is synecdochically reduced to only her face, which rises up from a mass of other faces and heads, as though Aurora is seeing the face of a dead woman in a pond: "When something floats up suddenly, . . . / a dead face, known once alive" (6.238-239). Faces and disconnected heads at once mark the specificity of a single poor individual and the massing that the categorization of "the poor" accomplishes. 37 There is also a revolutionary association between the heads, faces, or headlessness in play, one directly aligned with Barrett Browning's commentary on in equality and fusion of the poor into a single category. For instance, the aristocrats pres ent compare the scene in the church explic itly with prerevolutionary France:
"By heaven, sir, when poor Damiens' trunk and limbs Were torn by horses, women of the court Stood by and stared, exactly as to-day On this dismembering of society, With pretty troubled faces." (4.674-678) Barrett Browning's reference to Damiens, a failed assassin condemned to die by being drawn and quartered (i.e., "disrupted") for a plot to kill King Louis XV of France in 1757, is a meta phor for the social body in modernity as that which has to be disrupted in order to achieve a new form of integrity. The speakers compare this revolutionary disruption to the "dismembering of society" that Romney's marriage to Marian constitutes. Although dismemberment is literally the act of dividing limbs from body, it is figuratively the division of pieces or parts from a whole; in this instance, it specifically entails dividing Marian and Romney from their respective social groups. However, in that process, each would become spliced onto a new aggregated form. Much as a body is a complex system of parts that can be separated from the whole, Barrett Browning's innovative epic acknowledges that democracy is a po liti cal system demanding both diversity and wholeness, and sometimes disruption, in order to accomplish new collectives.
Barrett Browning figuratively disaggregates bodies in order to reimagine large-scale social groups in real ity. Damiens's "trunk and limbs" evoke Romney's earlier claims that Aurora overlooks the "formless, nameless trunk of every man," another image of social disruption (2.388). The wedding attendants likewise use Damiens's par tic u lar case as a meta phor for their collective experience. But Barrett Browning also inverts the assignment of " faces" and "heads" only to the poor, for in this meta phor, the rich are akin to the " women of the court" who "stood by and stared," witnessing the event as Damiens was dismembered. The "pretty troubled faces" become the faces of the "noble women" in church, expressing their anxiety, a quite dif fer ent form of "disruption," over the unwashed masses sharing the same holy space. There is an awareness in the text that the wealthy were typically the ones losing their heads in the French Revolution. The meter exposes this parity as " faces" takes the same trochaic meter regardless of which faces are being described. Consequently, the church "alive and black with heads" marks the dangers, vio lence, and anx i eties of the mob, reflects Victorian anx i eties about mobs stemming from the French Revolution, and flips the script on the ways that heads and bodies are parceled out and quantified throughout the verse novel.
The wedding scene is not the only time in Aurora Leigh when Barrett Browning imagines damaged or disembodied heads as a way to think about social parts and wholes. In book 2, during Romney's first proposal to Aurora, he says, "You look down coldly on the arena-heaps / Of headless bodies, shapeless, indistinct!" (2.380-381). He means that Aurora, in her high position as a poet removed from "such a heap of generalised distress," is like an empress in Rome watching gladiators from above. His reference to disconnected heads, unlike those of the congregation on his wedding day, intends for Aurora to recognize the poor as individuals, "one by one," rather than "indistinct." Romney claims he wants to take Aurora where she can touch These victims, one by one! till, one by one, The formless, nameless trunk of every man Shall seem to wear a head with hair you know, And every woman catch your mother's face To melt you into passion. (2.386-391)
In asking Aurora to abstract from one generalized, headless victim (headless and so lacking identity) to a specific case-her mother's face-Romney wants her to extrapolate her sympathy for the poor to a more recognizable form closer to home. But he raises her mother's specter only in the hope that Aurora will then generalize her empathy from that par tic u lar example to the poor that he views as "victims."
References to the faces in the crowd can, therefore, be read as a continuation of Romney's earlier argument regarding generalization. Whether the poor are represented by "[t]he formless, nameless trunk of every man" or " faces," people in higher social classes seem to consistently dissect them into parts, while also viewing them as a "crammed mass." Like the paradoxical characterization of Marian and Aurora as aggregates composed of more than two halves, Barrett Browning offers another paradoxical model of social counting here in which class divisions are understood si mul ta neously as disrupted bodies and compressed populations. The recurrent tension between the plurality of parts and the mass of a whole supports my argument that Barrett Browning is working with the collective nature of aggregates. It seems that whenever a combination is in question, be it related to individual identity, motherhood, marriage, or social class, the form of the poem both challenges and reassures us by metrically aggregating options into particulate collections. One does not have to decide, the meter implies; this is not a situation of either/or but of both/and.
I have argued that Aurora Leigh engages readers in the complex practice of social math as it pertains to the politics of women's bodies and social classes. My investigation of the diverse formal and thematic divisions in Aurora Leigh demonstrates the possibility of a dif fer ent kind of relationship between the fragmentary work of poetic form in Barrett Browning's text and the divisive work of the po liti cal in the nineteenth century. Barrett Browning's verse novel implicitly links halfness to po liti cal divisions of citizens and individuals to suggest that those who lack a voice in a demo cratic society require a generative supplement to be brought into the po liti cal fold. For women, writing and reproduction are supplements that redeem a woman's halfness and make her whole po liti cally and socially. Writing as a supplement for the absence of speech also performs po liti cal work as it comes to represent an absent speaker or one whose voice might not other wise be heard. Barrett Browning develops both senses of a supplement in order to make a case for poetry's po liti cal potential, while also encouraging her readers to think about how society divides itself and what a reconciliation of such divisions might accomplish. Reading Aurora Leigh's productive aggregates in conversation with social counting in the nineteenth century clarifies long-running critical discussions of the poem's hybridity, formal combinations, and apparent discrepancies, while also re orienting our attention to forms of nineteenth-century poetic quantification as a critical source of social justice and statistical commentary.
Notes
Thanks are due to Caroline Levine, Susan David Bern stein, Mary Mullen, Emily Harrington, Joel Simundich, Amy Coté, and Ruth McAdams, each of whom contributed their time and suggestions to assist me with this article. of these studies has in common is that they focus on the novel, the governing logic of which is on "neither the control of individual bodies nor the self-mastery of subjects but the management of population in the aggregate" (Steinlight, p. 118). My proj ect shows that poetry's governing logic approached both aggregates and the individual differently than the novel.
8 In Forms: Whole, Rhythm, Hierarchy, Network (Prince ton, N.J.: Prince ton Univ. Press, 2015), Caroline Levine offers a "methodological alternative to breaking forms apart" and says that "the field has been so concerned with breaking forms apart that we have neglected to analyze the major work that forms do in our world" (pp. 29, 9 ). Yet, in their brokenness, there is also a power ful force for reconciliation, redemption, and re-creation. 
